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sam riegel plays the title role and plays it well. his thor has some serious weight but also seems to
be having a lot of fun doing what he does best, which is kick butt. zoe saldana is marvel, its fine. its
entertaining. marvel have been pretty good about coming out with a ton of marvel movies and other

superhero stuff and they are continuing this trend. with the recent success of black panther and
avengers: infinity war. there is no reason to believe that they cant keep this up. the russo brothers

tried to keep the ending of infinity war a secret, they didnt need to but they did and im sure they had
ulterior motives. what is interesting is that they kept it a secret so well that even after the film came
out on dvd/blu-ray, they still tried to keep it a secret. marvel need to use their hard won experiences

to keep fans happy and they are doing the right thing by releasing the movies on the exact same
day. disney has a tonne of content lined up. lets hope they continue to be kind to us and keep

coming out with more movies and television shows. with the success of the avengers movies and the
recent release of black panther, its time for disney to hit a home run with this material. ending a

22-film arc that began with the original iron man in 2008, avengers: endgame is the culmination of a
22-film arc that the people at marvel have been telling since 2008 with the introduction of iron man.

it is the sequel to avengers: infinity war in which, spoiler alert! we saw many of our favourite
characters disappear with a snap. as a result of the uncertainty of their fate (except spider-man, nick

fury and doctor strange. we even know guardians of the galaxy 3 has been confirmed so we know
theyre going to be alright due to the sequels) so many have been anxiously awaiting avengers:

endgames release that it has been dubbed the most anticipated movie of the year.
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director and producer joss whedon has spoken out about the end of the “avengers” movie series,
revealing that infinity war was the last movie in his contract. despite the fact that endgame is the

finale of the avengers story, whedon says he made it clear to marvel studios that he would not direct
the final film in the “avengers” saga. joss whedon reveals avengers endgame was his final marvel

movie; marvel studios will release avengers movie every other year. joss whedon revealed that the
upcoming avengers: endgame is his final marvel movie. the director of the avengers and avengers:

infinity war confirmed that he is currently not in talks to return to direct any future avengers movies.
“it was pretty much a given that the next chapter for me was going to be something else,” whedon
told esquire. “it was kind of a long time ago that i was doing this stuff, and i can’t be as angry as i

was then. there’s only so many times i can say, ‘you’re a horrible person,’ and it stops being funny.”
whedon said he even made it clear to marvel studios that he would not direct the final movie in the
“avengers” saga. the “avengers: endgame” director said he shared the same sentiment with marvel
president kevin feige that the studio would release “avengers” movies every two years. “kevin and i
have a similar view of how this stuff works,” whedon said. “which is, you don’t tell these people that

they can’t do their jobs. you just give them the things that they need to make the movie and you
watch them go.” 5ec8ef588b
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